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PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
SolarMax - S stands for smart and sturdy. We are convinced you will be impressed with the performance

String inverters

The single-phase and three-phase string inverters with rated outputs between 1.8 and 15 kW are designed for small and medium-sized PV
installations.

Efficient and innovative. 
A casing can be regarded as universally applicable if it is capable of withstanding adverse weather influences. For this reason it is manufactured from
high-quality aluminium. The improved cooling concept ensures that the devices feed in 100 percent of their rated output, even if the ambient
temperature reaches 45 °C. Thanks to their high overall efficiency, SolarMax S string inverters are guaranteed to offer higher performance. And for
longer. 
 

Central inverters

The three-phase SolarMax central inverters with rated outputs between 20 kW and 1.3 MW are ideal for medium-sized to large PV installations.

As the owner of a photovoltaic installation you appreciate this inverter’s high degree of effi ciency (over 96.5 %) and the fact that it is stunningly good
value for money. As a result, and thanks to its high quality, the SolarMax S is guaranteed to get more out of any PV installation. And it’s reliable too:
the MaxControl service package removes the need for you to monitor your PV installation. For up to 20 years, if you so wish. It means you can protect
your investment effectively and at the same time benefit from our know-howData communication & accessories

Our MaxComm communication solution offers a comprehensive range of services for data logging, visualisation and system monitoring.
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